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Masaru Emotoâ€™s 15 extensive years of study on water has given him the background to discuss

what water is, how it has been implicated in the creation of the universe, and why a perfect ratio of

Love and Gratitude can help this energy can go on infinitely.This fascinating book explains how our

prayers, goodwill, and positive words heal us humansâ€”as well as viruses and the universe as a

wholeâ€”through water. Dr. Emoto explains that the fact that water has lost its true form shows that

our way of living has moved away from Godâ€™s will, so we should be aware of our Creatorâ€™s

alert to â€œcorrect the way we are living now.â€•The information in this work is an important step in

revealing how we can modify our way of living to bring about true peace on earth. Â Â 
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This book was a surprise! I was familiar with the author's studies with water and the crystals formed

when exposed to negative and positive thoughts/words, etc. But this book started looking at Deity

and our relation to it and the world, while weaving in the findings re: water, and it was a delightful

surprise. I found myself not being able to put it down. Definitely recommend for some uplifting

reading.

I would recommend this book to anybody who drinks water, uses water or is made of water. After

reading this book, you will think twice about your thoughts. :-)This book has made a positive impact

on my life............buy it! Read it! Share it with anybody you know or love! Read it to your kids before

they go to bed at night! Read it as a family! Start a neighborhood book club and read it



together.............just read it!

Today I flew back to SFO from Minneapolis and spent the time reading this incredible book. I was

familiar with his book Hidden Messages in Water so this added so much to what I had learned from

the earlier book I definitely recommend it to anyone who is curious and willing to consider new

ideas. HIs idea of being committed to living a life of love and gratitude is so appealing and I am

committed to living with love and gratitude at all times

I purchased this book when it was first published and just bought the kindle version. The book is

very interesting and informative. I think if people would take the advice offered in the pages,

well...the world just might be a kinder place. I love my kindle edition because I can take this book

any where and pull out the book when I need some relativity. I would definitely recommend this

book.

This book was actually the basis of my starting my business to find a way to create "Living Water"!

For more information, check out LifesWaterFree.com . Dr. Emoto gives very clear evidence of

water, void of poisons and pollutants to be life sustaining and much more beneficial than water killed

by Fluoride and other chemicals.

I absolutely loved this book, it had been recommended to a class of a one day community class by

a physician on pain management she also recommended the biology of belief which I have not yet

read and anatomy of an illness which I had already read an bought copies for 3 of my doctors and

physical therapist also,

What a fascinating book!!! If there was a Nobel Prize for books, this one should be the winner! A

Japanese scientist comes up with the idea to subject water to positive or negative messages and

then freezes it so it makes crystals to be able to photograph them and see the patterns. Water

which was given a positive message had formed a beautiful pattern. Water which was given a

negative message, on the other hand, forms a chaotic pattern. This shows how much everything in

our environment is affected by positive and negative thinking/energies. Our bodies contain a lot of

water why we should be careful with what kind of thoughts we are thinking! We live in an ocean of

energies. Thoughts have energies. They can help to make us healthy or the opposite. This is a

beautiful book forcing the reader to think.



This is one of the most important books I've ever read. If you care about the "Law of Attraction" or If

you think the Law of Attraction is bs, then you really have to read this book. It's GROUND

BREAKING! Read it and you'll walk around showing it to people again and again because quite

frankly it will blow your mind (unless you are super skeptical and unable to open your mind long

enough to let any new possibilities in).
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